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1 Introduction 

 

 

The commissioner, an information security service provider, provides infor-

mation security solutions for private and public sector organizations. The infor-

mation security service provider is a local company located in Joensuu, where 

the development, technical support and information technology and finance 

teams are located. This thesis will introduce the technical platforms and con-

cepts that are present in Microsoft’s identity management infrastructure. The 

commissioner has a centralized identity management project, which aims to im-

prove identity management process by centralizing employees of the company 

to Azure Active Directory. Azure Active Directory is a cloud based directory and 

identity management service. The research questions in the thesis are, how the 

prospective process will change identity management at information security 

service provider and what are the most significant parts of the identity manage-

ment from the commissioner point-of-view? 

 

The second chapter introduces information about Active Directory, a directory 

service which was released with Microsoft Windows Server 2000. Since then, it 

has been serving as an identity and network resource management service of 

many companies. In addition, Azure Active Directory is introduced in the chap-

ter, with an illustration, how it can be integrated with an on-premise server. ‘On-

premise’ in this thesis means servers or other networking related applications 

that operate in organizations self-hosted environments. These services are ex-

plicated in this thesis, because user and device information is stored in Active 

Directory and in Azure Active Directory. 

 

The third chapter introduces Microsoft Azure cloud platform, which is the cen-

terpiece in Microsoft cloud infrastructure. The complete Microsoft Azure infra-

structure in its current form is presented. It is possible to visualize all the Azure 

services and capabilities at a glance. When considering to expand Microsoft 

Azure cloud platform services from Azure Active Directory to other services, it is 

effortless to notice the basics of Azure from the chapter. 
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The fourth chapter introduces Office 365 and points out the relation between Of-

fice 365 and Azure Active Directory. The mentioned relation is that Azure Active 

Directory serves as a directory service for Office 365. It is useful to understand 

Office 365 concept and especially what it is capable of with Azure Active Direc-

tory. Office 365 offers various identity models to meet the cloud market re-

quirements for multiple customer segments. Some of the commissioner’s em-

ployees are in Office 365 and users in the cloud are managed from Office 365 

web portal. 

 

The fifth chapter introduces Microsoft Enterprise Mobility and Security suite. 

The product suite features Azure Active Directory Premium, Microsoft Intune 

and Azure Information Protection. Azure Active Directory Premium provides a 

subscription based version of Azure Active Directory with two Premium editions, 

P1 and P2. Microsoft Intune enables cloud-based device and application man-

agement features. And Azure Information Protection is a cloud-based infor-

mation security solution to offer various methods for managing document and 

data security. The Microsoft Enterprise Mobility and Security suite complements 

the features of Azure Active Directory, which is the reason why it is involved. 

 

The sixth chapter introduces identity and management, in which the identity and 

digital identity is explicated. The chapter also covers identity management and 

identity access management processes that are the basis of this thesis. To un-

derstand identity management processes at information security service provid-

er, identity and identity management concepts are important to know. In the 

chapter, identity management processes are introduced with illustrative exam-

ples of the processes. And the information security issues that existed in the 

former process, are illustrated in an interview with the management. Moreover, 

a comparison of the identity management processes is included in the last sub-

chapter. 

 

After describing the technical platforms, the concepts and the former and the 

prospective state of identity management, a conclusion of the identity manage-

ment at information security service provider is introduced in the seventh chap-
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ter. In the chapter, a question is raised how the prospective identity manage-

ment process will eventually change the identity management at information se-

curity service provider and the researcher's observations of the complete identi-

ty management infrastructure. The expected result is that a lot will change due 

to the presented issues in this thesis about information security, lack of man-

agement in specific areas, such as user and device management. For user 

management challenges Azure Active Directory alongside with Active Directory 

will improve the former user management process by offering a combined set of 

tools to manage users from cloud. Microsoft Enterprise Mobility and Security 

(EMS) offers a major potential to improve application and device management 

with built-in processes and capabilities that were not even featured in this the-

sis. Microsoft EMS features application and device lifecycles that will assist, 

when standardizing application and device management processes. And as the 

most significant part of the Identity Management is presented chief of Infor-

mation Technology department and Management. The persons, who are re-

sponsible, have the knowledge and can understand the complete process well 

enough to make the final decision. 

 

 

2 Active Directory and Azure Active Directory 

 

 

Active Directory is a directory service, that is used to store and manage infor-

mation about network resources. Active Directory can handle information and 

data, such as user and device information and application-specific data in a 

network. Username or first and last name can be considered as user infor-

mation and Windows PC list of components as device information. Application 

specific data is data that is associated with particular application and its users, 

who are stored users in Active Directory. The described information in Active Di-

rectory acts as an object that a system administrator can organize into a hierar-

chical collection of containers. The containers are known as the logical struc-

ture, which is a standardized way to present information stored in Active 

Directory in a useful way. (Microsoft TechNet 2014.) 
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With Active Directory, it is easy to manage all users, computers and other net-

work resources. It operates as a centralized management tool for distributed 

computing environments. Because of that it is effortless for the user to locate 

and use the distributed network resources and the system administrator can 

manage the way the resources are used. Active Directory authorizes access for 

users to login to a workstation. It is responsible for managing and controlling 

identities and the relationships between network resources. The user or system 

administrator can locate and use file servers, printers or other resources in the 

network with Active Directory. The more the network grows in a company, the 

more there are network resources to manage, which makes the directory ser-

vice significant. (Stanek & Associates 2014, 7-9.) 

 

 

2.1 Azure Active Directory 

 

According to Collier and Shahan, Azure Active Directory is a multitenant directo-

ry and identity management service in the cloud that has quite a similar purpose 

as traditional Active Directory, with extended capabilities to manage and control 

identities. Multitenant concept is introduced in the e-book Microsoft Azure Es-

sentials: Fundamentals of Azure, Second Edition by Collier and Shahan. In 

computer science multitenant means that a software runs on a server and 

serves multiple tenants. A tenant is a group of users who have access to the 

software with specific privileges. The most significant difference between the di-

rectory services is that while Active Directory is an on-premise solution and the 

consumer is responsible for the whole infrastructure, Microsoft is responsible of 

the infrastructure of Azure Active Directory. For example, the server mainte-

nance, the reliability of the servers and access to the network resources are all 

controlled through the directory service. Although there are similar features be-

tween the two directory services, Azure Active Directory should not be contem-

plated a full replacement for Active Directory. They are both able to run sepa-

rately and along with each other, when the services complement the features of 

themselves. (Collier & Shahan 2016, 181-182.) 
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Azure Active Directory has an important role as a key factor for identity man-

agement in the Microsoft cloud. It comes with many different capabilities to im-

prove the information security of the identities such as multi-factor authentica-

tion. (Collier & Shahan 2016, 182.) Multi-factor authentication requires more 

than one verification method to user sign-ins and transactions. It adds a second 

level of security to the authentication process. Generally, the additional verifica-

tion method is a password, a trusted device or biometric identifier. (Gremban 

2016.) Basic example of multi-factor authentication method is that after a veri-

fied login, the user is required to authenticate the correct identity with a finger-

print. 

 

 

2.2 Operational principle 

 

Figure 1 illustrates, basic operational principles of Azure Active Directory, it con-

tains two parts that complement each other. First part is from Windows Server 

Active Directory to Single sign-on (upper illustration) and the second part is from 

On-premises to Cloud (lower illustration). The figure is meant to read from left-

to-right to show how Azure Active Directory can be used. For example, the first 

part of the figure presents that if there is an on-premise Windows Server Ac-

tive Directory already in use, it is possible to use Azure AD Connect to syn-

chronize user credentials from the Active Directory to Azure Active Directory. 

Simple connection mirrors the Azure AD Connect connection in the figure. 

Identities that the Active Directory contains, can be self-managed by an em-

ployee as the Self-service mirrors. The identities can also be configured to 

have a single sign-on feature enabled, to access cloud applications that an or-

ganization has. When user gains instant access to cloud and on-premise with a 

single verification of password, the feature is known as single-sign-on (SSO).  

 

The second part of the figure presents that if an organization uses Office 365 or 

other SaaS applications, the organization is using Microsoft Azure Active Di-

rectory. The SaaS application tenant is an Azure Active Directory tenant. And 

On-premises SaaS applications can be integrated with Azure Active Directory 

tenant to access cloud applications that an organization has and that are sup-
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ported by Azure Active Directory and Access Panel. The Access Panel is pre-

sented in the eighth chapter. 

 

An example of authentication process in Azure Active Directory in a basic sce-

nario works the following way. As identity provider Azure Active Directory is re-

sponsible for verifying that the identity of users and applications exist in organi-

zational directories. Application that wants to authenticate via Azure Active 

Directory must be registered to the directory service, it then registers and identi-

fies application. Also, multi-factor authentication is possible to enable, to use it 

as additional verifying method. The method can be seen as a fingerprint from 

the figure, under the Self-service and illustration of mobile devices. 

 

Figure 1. Operational principle of Azure Active Directory. (Figure: Vilcinskas 

2016.) 

 

 

3 Microsoft Azure 

 

 

Microsoft Azure, created by Microsoft, is a cloud computing and services plat-

form to build, deploy and manage applications in the public cloud. Azure is 

hosted in multiple data centers all over the world, which are managed by Mi-

crosoft. (Microsoft 2016.) In 2008, three independent development teams from 

Microsoft started to work together to create the foundation for Azure platform 

and later that year Microsoft published the platform. Two years later in February 
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2010, general availability of Azure is announced in 21 countries. (Mitch Tulloch 

2013, 9-12.) Due to strategical reasons, Microsoft renamed Windows Azure to 

Microsoft Azure in 2014 (Martin 2014). 

 

There are many services in Azure and most of the services can be accessed via 

Management Portal. The Management Portal is a web portal for managing the 

Azure services. System administrator can administrate and access the services 

from the Management Portal web interface. (Boucher 2015.) In general, that 

seems to be the most common way in today’s cloud computing to manage, ac-

cess and use the cloud services. 

 

Figure 2 shows all of the many service categories in Microsoft Azure and all the 

services under the categories. First three of the most significant services are in-

troduced in the chapter one and after the introduces, the other Azure services 

are explicated in outline. It is important to understand the Azure platform, espe-

cially if usage of the Azure services comes topical.  

 

Identity and Access consists of Azure Active Directory and Multi-Factor Au-

thentication. Identity and Access service category, in the figure 2, is beneath 

the Developer and IT Services service category and its services are found by 

reading from left-to-right. Both services are presented in the previous chapter, 

Multi-Factor Authentication in the Azure Active Directory subchapter. Compute 

consists of Virtual Machines, Websites and Cloud Services. Compute service 

category, in the figure 2, is the uppermost category and services are found by 

reading from left-to-right. Virtual Machine service adds the ability for Azure 

subscriber to create virtual machines running in Azure cloud. Websites offer a 

managed web environment without need to worry administration of websites or 

web applications. Cloud Services provides technology for scalable, reliable 

and low level-administration applications. Commerce consists of Store and 

Marketplace that are portals where organization can buy Azure cloud applica-

tions or other commercial datasets that are possible to add to expand the func-

tionality of developed applications. Commerce service category, in the figure 2, 

is the bottom service category and its services are found by reading from left-to-

right. 
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Data Management consists of SQL Database, Storage Blobs, Storage Ta-

bles, Import / Export and File Service. Data management service category, in 

the figure 2, is beneath the Compute service category and its services are found 

by reading from left-to-right. SQL Database provides relational database man-

agement system in the cloud. Storage Blobs gives the possibility to store un-

structured binary data. Storage Tables is a typed key or a value store, it can 

handle many data types such as integers and dates. With Import and Export, it 

is possible to send encrypted 3.5” hard drives to Azure datacenter, where Mi-

crosoft’s engineers can transfer the data to a Storage Blob. Microsoft will send 

the hard drive back after uploading the contents of the hard drive to Azure. File 

Service adds the ability for applications to share files between Virtual Machines 

running in Azure cloud. 

 

Networking consists of Virtual Network, Traffic Manager and ExpressRoute. 

Networking service category, in the figure 2, is beneath the Data Management 

service category and its services are found by reading from left-to-right. Virtual 

Network adds capability to create virtual private networks (VPN) between local 

internet connection and virtual machines network. Traffic Manager is a network 

traffic routing tool to assist and manage applications network traffic. Express-

Route is a networking service that benefits of Azure Virtual Network to add 

more bandwidth and security to virtual private networks created with Virtual 

Network services. 

 

Developer and IT Services consists of Visual Studio Online, Azure SDK, 

Azure Tools for Visual Studio, Automation and API management. Develop-

er and IT Services service category, in the figure 2, is beneath the Networking 

service category and its services are found by reading from left-to-right. Visual 

Studio Online and Azure Tools for Visual Studio forms Visual Studio Team 

Services. The services adds tools for Visual Studio for example load balancing 

and a version control system called Team Foundation Service. Azure SDK, 

software development kit, provides different programming language support to 

build, deploy and manage Azure applications. With Automation user can au-

tomate frequently repeated work tasks in Azure to save time, it is possible to 
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create, monitor, manage and deploy the automated processes. Application 

Programming Interface Management (API) helps organization to publish APIs 

to whoever needs them. 

 

Mobile consists of Mobile Services and Notification Hubs. Mobile service 

category, in the figure 2, is beneath the Identity and Access service category 

and its services are found by reading from left-to-right. Mobile Services offers a 

mobile development platform in Azure cloud. Notification Hubs eliminates writ-

ing programming code for notifications in mobile applications and offers API that 

can handle the notifications. Backup consists of Site Recovery and Backup. 

Backup service category, in the figure 2, is beneath the Mobile service category 

and its services are found by reading from left-to-right. Site Recovery is a tool 

of services that can recover application to normal working condition, for exam-

ple from very high workload. Backup adds the ability to backup data from on-

premise server to Azure cloud. Backup data is encrypted during the transmis-

sion and at the data storing phase in the Azure cloud. 

 

Messaging and Integration consists of Storage Queues, Service Bus 

Queues, Service Bus Relay, Service Bus Topics, BizTalk Hybrid Connec-

tions and BizTalk Services. Messaging and Integration service category, in the 

figure 2, is beneath the Backup service category and its services are found by 

reading from left-to-right. Storage Queues and Service Bus Queues adds 

queued messages that application is able to read whenever there is a need. 

Service Bus Relay adds the possibility for application to communicate directly 

with another application in a secure way through firewalls. Service Bus Topics 

contains a publish and subscribe mechanic, one application can send a mes-

sage for specific topic and other application can subscribe to that topic, it allows 

one-to-many communication within different applications. BizTalk Hybrid Con-

nections offers a way to connect web application feature and mobile applica-

tion feature from Azure Cloud to an on-premise server. With BizTalk Services, 

user can integrate different systems to do actions that are possible without the 

need to write custom program code. 
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Compute Assistance consists of Scheduler to schedule application to run only 

on exact time, if there is no need to keep the application running all the time, 

consuming Azure resources paid by an organization. Compute Assistance ser-

vice category, in the figure 2, is beneath the Messaging and Interaction service 

category and its services are found by reading from left-to-right. Performance 

consists of Cache and Content Delivery Network. Performance service cate-

gory, in the figure 2, is beneath the Compute Assistance service category and 

its services are found by reading from left-to-right. Cache is Azures in-memory 

caching technology for caching application data, it aims to reduce the time to re-

trieve usually needed data. Content Delivery Network (CDN) copies an Azure 

storage blob from Azure Cloud into local CDN storage. It aims to give faster ac-

cess to data for users that are geographically located in different locations 

around the world. 

 

Big Compute and Big Data consists of HDInsight and High Performance 

Computing. Big Compute and Big Data service category, in the figure 2, is be-

neath the Performance service category and its services are found by reading 

from left-to-right. HDInsight is a service based on Hadoop, technology for han-

dling big data, it helps to process data across the Azure cloud. High Perfor-

mance Computing in Azure cloud offers a set of tools to distribute work re-

sources across multiple virtual machines. Media consists of Media Services, 

which is a platform that tries to help when developing applications that require 

video or other media. Media service category, in the figure 2, is beneath the Big 

Compute and Big Data service category and its services are found by reading 

from left-to-right. 

 

Microsoft Azure offers a wide scale of various services and with Azure, organi-

zation can move its Information Technology infrastructure to the cloud. Software 

company has the tools to create web store for its products by using Azure Web-

sites and use Azure SQL Database to store all the web store's data in a rela-

tional database. The webstore can be hosted on Azure Virtual Machine to run 

on Microsoft cloud and Information Technology team can balance the heavy 

load, created by customers, with Traffic Manager for better availability and per-

formance to customers from all over the world. 
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FIGURE 2: Components of Microsoft Azure. (Figure: Boucher 2015.) 
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4 Office 365 

 

 

Office 365 is a cloud based service, by Microsoft, that comes with Microsoft’s 

products and services. As it is a subscription based service, there are two dif-

ferent subscription plans available for both segments, business and consumers. 

With consumer edition comes the original Microsoft Office applications and 

business edition adds applications such as Skype for Business, online hosted 

email for business and OneDrive for Business. Although there are only two dif-

ferent subscription plans, it does not mean that a single consumer or company 

cannot buy tailored versions of the Office 365 service. Most of the Office 365 

subscription plans come with the latest desktop versions of the applications in 

the Microsoft Office product family. The subscriber can install and distribute the 

additional licenses of desktop versions to multiple devices, not only to Windows 

PC but for example to Mac or to Android smartphone. (Microsoft 2016.) 

 

The online applications in Office 365 can be accessed via web browser from the 

web portal. At the present time, Microsoft has developed the online versions for 

Word, Excel, PowerPoint and OneNote. Of course, there are other applications 

like OneDrive and Yammer, social networking service for enterprise level organ-

izations, that can be accessed with web browser. When working with the online 

applications, all modifications are automatically saved and synchronized to 

OneDrive cloud storage. 

 

Office 365 and Azure Active Directory share some of the foundation between 

each other. The relation between Office 365 and Azure Active Directory is that 

the users in Office 365 are managed through the Azure Active Directory service. 

In other words, it serves as a database for Office 365 user identities. The enter-

prise subscription plan for Office 365 includes a free subscription to Azure Ac-

tive Directory. Though, the subscription must be activated from the Azure Man-

agement Portal. After activating the subscription, Azure Active Directory can be 

used to create and manage user and group accounts from the Office 365 admin 

portal. (Microsoft 2016.) 
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In Office 365, there are three identity alternatives to choose from, cloud identi-

ty, synchronized identity and federated identity. In cloud identity model, 

identity and authentication are managed completely in the cloud. On-premise 

servers are not required, since Azure Active Directory is the directory service for 

user identities and verifier of the passwords. Synchronized identity offers the 

possibility to synchronize directory objects from an on-premise server with Of-

fice 365. User identities can be configured to have the same password in both, 

on-premise and cloud servers. Federated identity acts the same way as the 

synchronized identity model, but users have the same password in on-premise 

and cloud with no exception. (Microsoft 2016.) 

 

 

5 Microsoft Enterprise Mobility and Security 

 

 

Microsoft Enterprise Mobility and Security (Microsoft EMS), released in 2014 as 

Microsoft Enterprise Mobility Suite, was created to face the challenges in this 

cloud and mobile first world. At the present time, people are using more of their 

own devices to complete work tasks with, the management of devices, applica-

tions and especially data can be challenging for Information Technology de-

partment in a company. Microsoft has claimed that increasing number of the 

company's partners and customers are using mobile devices and Software as a 

Service (SaaS) applications for work. The Microsoft EMS is a combination of 

the mentioned two trends and is intended to assist the market, between those 

two major trends. (Kelly 2015.) 

 

Microsoft EMS has four main functions, identity and access management, mo-

bile device and mobile application management, identity-driven security and in-

formation protection. It is built on Microsoft’s already existing cloud platforms, 

Azure Active Directory Premium, Microsoft Intune and Azure Information Pro-

tection. (Conway 2016.) 
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5.1 Azure Active Directory Premium 

 

Azure Active Directory Premium is a paid edition of Azure Active Directory with 

extended identity and access management capabilities. It is suitable for enter-

prise level subscribers by providing additional features to Azure Active Directo-

ry. At the moment, there are two different premium editions available, Premium 

P1 and Premium P2, where Premium P2 expands the Premium P1. (Love 

2016.) 

 

Chart 1 illustrates Azure Active Directory Premium P1 and P2 editions premium 

features. Premium features in the chart are listed one below another and on the 

right side, on top of the chart from left-to-right is listed Premium P1 and P2. 

“Yes” or green color indicates that the feature is available in the specific edition 

and “No” or red color indicates that the feature is not available in the specific 

edition. 

 

Azure Ac-

tive Direc-

tory Premi-

um P1 

Azure Ac-

tive Direc-

tory Pre-

mium P2 

Premium features 

Self-service group and application 

management/self-service application 

additions/dynamic groups Yes Yes 

 

Self-service password re-

set/change/unlock with write-back to on-

premises directories Yes Yes 

Multi-Factor Authentication (cloud and 

on-premises) Yes Yes 

Microsoft Identity Manager Client Ac-

cess License + Microsoft Identity Man-

ager Server Yes Yes 
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Cloud app discovery Yes Yes 

Azure AD Connect Health Yes Yes 

Automatic password rollover for group 

accounts Yes Yes 

Identity Protection No Yes 

Privileged Identity Management No Yes 

Chart 1: Azure Active Directory Premium editions. (Chart reference: Love 2016.) 

 

From the top to the bottom, both Azure Active Directory Premium editions ena-

bles the following features. Self-service network group and application man-

agement, self-service application additions and dynamic groups. Support for 

password change, reset or unlock for users as a self-service with password 

write-back to on-premises directories. Multi-Factor Authentication which was 

described earlier in the fourth chapter. Microsoft Identity Manager Client Access 

License and Microsoft Identity Manager Server. Microsoft Identity Manager is an 

on-premises identity and access management suite. Cloud application discov-

ery to search for unmanaged cloud applications in organization. Azure Active 

Directory Connect Health, to monitor on-premises identity infrastructure from 

cloud. Automatic password rollover for group accounts. The last two features 

are Identity Protection and Privileged Identity Management, both features are 

described in the following section. 
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The difference between the Premium editions is that Premium P2 contains two 

extra features, Azure Active Directory Identity Protection and Azure Active Di-

rectory Privileged Identity Management. Identity Protection is a feature to moni-

tor for vulnerabilities and security risks in organization’s identities. The feature 

calculates risk level for each user in organization and assists system adminis-

trator to create additional risk-based policies to protect the identities in organiza-

tion. (Vilcinskas 2016.) In this case, when users are distributed globally to vari-

ous countries, Identity Protection can assist Information Technology department 

at information security service provider to monitor and protect user identities 

against digital identity thefts. The feature adds machine learning and heuristic 

rules and therefore removes manual work from employees of the department. 

With Privileged Identity Management feature, it is possible to manage, control 

and monitor the access to resources in Azure Active Directory or other Microsoft 

cloud services. For example, system administrator in organization can view Az-

ure Active Directory user with administrator rights and get access history of a 

certain administrator. (Gremban 2016.) Presumably Privileged Identity Man-

agement complements the features of Identity Protection by adding just in time 

administrator access possibility and other management resources to Azure Ac-

tive Directory. With just in time administrator access is possible to grant user as 

administrator of a certain application, if the user needs a privileged access ran-

domly.  

 

 

5.2 Microsoft Intune 

 

Microsoft Intune is a cloud-based device and application management solution. 

It is integrated to the Microsoft Enterprise Mobility and Security product suite, 

where Intune is used to manage mobile devices and applications, Windows de-

vices and applications and Mac devices and applications. Intune leverages Az-

ure Active Directory for identity and access control, and Azure Information Pro-

tection for data protection. There are three primary tools that Intune consists of, 

mobile device management, mobile application management and mobile appli-

cation security. 
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Mobile device management enables the ability to manage devices in a compa-

ny. To manage a device with Microsoft Intune, first, a device must be enrolled to 

Intune. Enrolling a device enables the mobile device management capabilities. 

The main capabilities consist of factory resetting a device, associating devices 

with users and remote locking a device. Remote locking a phone or laptop is 

useful when the device is lost. Supported device platforms are Apple iOS 8.0 

and later, Google Android 4.0 and later, Android for Work, Windows Phone 8.1 

and later, Windows RT 8.1, Windows 8.1, 10 (Home, Pro, Education, and En-

terprise versions), Windows IoT Enterprise and Mobile Enterprise, Windows 

Holographic and Holographic Enterprise and Mac OS X 10.9 and later. (Barnett 

2016.) The market demand for various device platforms is widely-recognized 

with the platform support from Microsoft. 

 

Mobile application management and mobile application security helps organiza-

tion to protect its data on employee’s devices, even if devices are not managed 

by Information Technology department. The solutions offers application policies 

that Information Technology department can configure to match the organiza-

tional data policies. An example of application policy is to prevent saving organ-

ization owned worksheet to a personal storage location on an iPhone. Benefits 

of the application policies are that the critical work applications can be config-

ured to have a PIN code to access and data used by work applications is pro-

tected without need to reveal user’s personal data on a device. (Raman 2016.) 

PIN code in this context is application-specific personal identification number. 

 

 

5.3 Azure Information Protection 

 

Azure Information Protection is a cloud-based solution for document and data 

security. With the solution organization can classify, label and protect its docu-

ments or emails to prevent data leakage or misuse. Administrator can set rules 

that labels documents as classified with a known word or a word combination 

like ‘internal’. When the document is in classified state, it means the document 

is protected by regulations and user should be aware of it. Supported email ser-

vice can then inspect the metadata of attachments, added by Azure Information 
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Protection, in clear text to email header and prevent sending the file outside of 

user’s organization. (Bailey 2016.) 

 

Protection technology used in Azure Information Protection solution is called 

Azure Rights Management, which is a cloud-based technology. The technology 

utilizes encryption, identity and authorization policies to protect documents and 

emails. Protected data can be secured inside and outside of target organization, 

if the protected data leaves the target organization, the protection will remain 

with the data. Only authorized users can view the protected document. The pro-

tection technology works in Windows and Mac computers, on mobile supported 

operating systems are iOS, Android and Windows Phone. (Bailey 2016.) 

 

Microsoft claims that Azure Rights Management and Microsoft as a company 

are not able to see protected data at any stage of the information protection 

process. Unless the user is not using Azure cloud storage to store protected 

documents or a cloud storage that sends protected documents to Azure. De-

cryption of encrypted document will only happen, when the document is used by 

a rightful user or processed by an authorized service. (Bailey 2016.) 

 

 

6 Identity and Identity Management 

 

 

This chapter introduces identity and identity management concepts and the 

former identity management process at a general level at information security 

service provider. The involved topics in the process are user management, 

software management and asset management. When introducing the former 

identity management process, security risks in the process are introduced with 

organization point of view and end user point of view. After the information se-

curity risks, the prospective identity management process, which introduces us-

er management, software management and asset management capabilities 

with Azure Active Directory and Microsoft Intune, is introduced. The last sec-

tions are about application and device lifecycles and a comparison of the identi-

ty management processes is included. 
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To understand identity management, understanding ‘identity’ is a must. In In-

formation Technology, identity and more specifically digital identity, signifies de-

scriptive characteristics of object. The objects in the most cases are humans, 

the users of information systems, who has got different descriptive characteris-

tics of itself, a one example of that is a username. In the real world, user’s digi-

tal identity is a general concept of a person. A person can have multiple digital 

identities located physically in different information systems, one digital identity 

in workplace’s information systems and another one in webstore as a regular 

customer. (Linden 2015.) 

 

Identity management signifies a process, where objects are represented as digi-

tal identities in information systems. The process consists of information sys-

tems, agreements about syntax and semantics along with different methods 

how data is maintained and how data runs on between different information sys-

tems. With identity management is occasionally mentioned ‘access manage-

ment’ concept. Access management is the function of information system that 

authorizes user and checks, if the user has suitable rights to access the infor-

mation system. One popular example of that is that web application requires to 

enter username and password in order to access the web application, if authori-

zation is successful, user is notified. Together identity management and access 

management forms a concept titled identity and access management. (Linden 

2015.) 

 

 

6.1 User management in the former process 

 

At information security service provider, the former user management process 

had two alternatives to control the users in the organization, either the user was 

located in an on-premise Active Directory or at Office 365 with cloud identity 

model or synchronized identity model. The mentioned identity models are ex-

plained previously in the fifth chapter. One additional group was formed of users 

who were not located in Active Directory, in other directory service or in Office 

365. 
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On-premise Active Directory users were distributed across the globe to multiple 

servers. As an example, all the users in Joensuu were in the on-premise Active 

Directory or all the users in India, because some of the regional offices had Ac-

tive Directory in use. The users located in Office 365 had the cloud identity 

model or synchronized identity model. Cloud identity model users were located 

only in the cloud. Synchronized identity model users were synchronized to Of-

fice 365 from the on-premise Active Directory. In both separate cases, Infor-

mation Technology team could then manage those users from Office 365 via 

web browser. 

 

The last remaining group of users was formed of users who are in countries that 

does have a regional office, but does not have Active Directory, other directory 

service or Office 365 in use. In this thesis those users are referred as non-

directory service user. 

 

 

6.2 Software and asset management in the former process 

 

The software management and hardware management at information security 

service provider was limited to be done within one specific software, Samanage. 

Samanage is an Information Technology Asset Management (ITAM) and ser-

vice desk Software as a Service (SaaS) provider (Samanage 2016). The com-

pany's Samanage ITAM software offers capabilities to manage organization’s 

hardware and software inventories with web-based software. The software 

works on operating systems including Windows, Mac and Unix and on mobile 

operating systems, iOS and Android are supported. (Samanage 2016.) 

 

Software management with Samanage adds the possibility for system adminis-

trator to automatically track software in organization. For that matter, Samanage 

provides its own tracking software, Samanage agent. The Samanage agent is 

possible to deploy from Active Directory or with email (Samanage 2016). When 

the tracking software is deployed, it will start to ‘track software’ and place the 

software to the repository, which system administrator has created earlier. The 
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repository can contain information about different software, for example soft-

ware name, vendor and detection date is displayed. (Samanage 2016.) 

 

Hardware management with Samanage works the same way as the company’s 

software management solution. The Samanage agent collects also hardware in-

formation. The software can detect hardware information including vendor, 

memory and storage information and warranty information of computers. As 

with software management part of the Samanage ITAM solution, the hardware 

management part of the solution collects all the information to the repository, 

what system administrator has created earlier. This way the Information Tech-

nology team is possible to track the assets, what is the location of a certain 

computer, to who does the specific computer belong and what is the status of 

warranty. (Samanage 2016.) 

 

With ITAM solution, it can be useful to manage the IT assets effectively in a de-

centralized organization. From the third figure, can be visualized the fact that 

managing information security service provider’s users, assets and software 

can be challenging without ITAM solution. Particularly, if the Information Tech-

nology team and its resources are limited to one team and country. The figure 

illustrates the computers at a global level in the organization. From left-to-right, 

in the North America region there are about 16% of global computer amount. In 

the Europe, the middle East and Africa region there are about 50% of global 

computer amount. And in the Asia Pacific and Japan region there are about 

34% of global computer amount. 
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Figure 3: Computers at information security service provider. (Figure: From 

Samanage, 2016.) 

 

 

6.3 Information security risks in the former process 

 

According to the Management at information security service provider, the first 

and the most significant goal of the centralized identity management project at 

information security service provider is to improve the user management pro-

cess. Improved and better user management process will also improve the in-

formation security at information security service provider. The second goal is to 

improve software and application management in the organization. In the former 

process, there were no capabilities to manage applications in user’s mobile de-

vices. As well as managing software on devices was not organized well. The 

organization had the possibility to track down applications that were installed on 

self-owned mobile devices and software installed on computers. But the Man-

agement and the Information Technology department was not able to control, 

what applications and software the users could install. When an employee exit-

ed, that was by itself a considerable information security risk, because Infor-

mation Technology department could not control the employee’s device or its 
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software and applications. (Management of information security service provider 

2016.) 

 

By putting Azure Active Directory and Microsoft Intune into operation, these 

services will assist with the software and application management in the organi-

zation. In the prospective identity management process, Information Technolo-

gy department is capable to control commercial services and the access to 

these services, such as version control, issue tracking and customer relation-

ship management, from various service producers. Information Technology de-

partment has the capabilities to minimize the information security risks by rec-

ognizing the applications and software that are information security threats. And 

the team has the tools to remove the possible threat with remote accessing the 

target device. Installing only applications and software to a device that are re-

quired to complete work tasks, improves the prospective identity management 

process information security. (Management of information security service pro-

vider 2016.) 

 

The project, at this phase, will simplify the user management process as the 

users are in the Azure Active Directory cloud service. Probably one of the worst-

case scenarios in the former identity management process was when an em-

ployee left. The employee had the opportunity to leak confidential information 

such as organizational secrecies and proprietary source code anonymously to 

the Internet or to a competitor. That could imperil the competitive position of in-

formation security service provider. (Management of information security ser-

vice provider 2016.) 

 

 

6.4 User management in the prospective process 

 

User management in the prospective identity management process benefits of 

Azure Active Directory to store and manage users in the cloud service. In the 

prospective process, all of information security service provider’s users are lo-

cated in the cloud service. The user management in the former process had 

multiple directories where users were located or some users were non-directory 
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service users. The prospective user management process is centralized to Az-

ure Active Directory. There will not be users who are not located in any directory 

service, because all of the users are stored in Azure Active Directory. 

 

Information security service provider uses Azure Active Directory Connect to in-

tegrate on-premises directories with Azure Active Directory. The Connect is a 

tool to provide a common identity for users to access Software as a service ap-

plications that are integrated with Azure Active Directory. Common identity is a 

single identity to access cloud and on-premises resources, if there are applica-

tions that cannot be accessed from the cloud. The mentioned applications can 

consist of tools that are developed only to handle a specific task or tasks inter-

nally, inside organization’s network. Because Azure Active Directory Connect 

enables the opportunity to let user have one common identity, the user does not 

have to use multiple user credentials to access cloud applications or on-

premises software. (Mathers 2016.) 

 

 

6.5 Software and asset management in the prospective process 

 

Managing software and applications in the prospective identity management 

process takes advantage of Azure Active Directory and Microsoft Intune. More 

specifically explicated, Access Panel in Azure Active Directory and Microsoft In-

tune mobile application and device management. The Access Panel is a web 

portal for end users to view and launch cloud based applications that are inte-

grated with Azure Active Directory and granted to access by system administra-

tor. For clarification, if system administrator has granted end users access to 

Salesforce.com, an Azure Active Directory integrated cloud application, end us-

ers have the Salesforce.com application button available in the Access Panel 

user interface. End users are capable to click the application button to access 

the resource with single sign-on (SSO) enabled, if the application that end user 

desires to access awaits for password input for accepted authentication. (Vilcin-

skas 2016.) 
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The fourth figure below illustrates the user interface of Access Panel for fictional 

organization “Wingtip Toys”. Below the Wingtip Toys logo, are controls to 

change the view between applications, groups, approvals and profile. Applica-

tions is a view for various cloud-based applications that are used in organiza-

tion. Groups is a view to self-manage groups in organization. And approvals is a 

view to check, if an system administrator approval is required to self-assign ac-

cess to an application. In the profile view, end user can manage organizational 

account settings such as password change or reset. 

 

 

Figure 4: Access Panel user interface for fictional organization. (Figure: Vilcin-

skas 2016.) 

 

To use supported Access Panel applications with mobile devices running An-

droid or iOS, Azure Active Directory development team has developed My Apps 

mobile application. My Apps is supported on Android versions 4.1 or later and 

on iOS versions 7 or later. On Android devices, My Apps is available in the 

Google Play Store and on iOS in the Apple App Store. My Apps supports appli-

cations that are supported by Azure Active Directory and granted for access by 

system administrator. Supported applications can be used from web browser or 

with native mobile application. (Vilcinskas 2016.) Native mobile application, in 

this context, is an application that is developed for specific mobile operating 

system. 
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6.6 Application lifecycle 

 

This subchapter explicates application lifecycle process in Microsoft Intune. The 

process should be perceived as a standard process that all organizations 

should take with Intune. With Intune organization’s Management and Infor-

mation Technology department has the tools to manage the application lifecycle 

process. The process consists of five phases that are adding an application to 

organization, deploying an application for organizational use, configuring an ap-

plication to meet organizational policies, protecting an application against mis-

use and information security issues and retiring an application. (Stack 2016.) All 

the mentioned phases are presented in the fifth figure below.  

 

 

Figure 5: Application lifecycle in Microsoft Intune. (Figure: Stack 2016.) 

 

Adding an application is a phase where Information Technology department re-

views an application that is a candidate to become application for organizational 

use. The department will make sure that Intune supports the application or 

software format and it works on required devices. Intune supports various in-

staller formats including Android, iOS and Windows Phone installers and Win-
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dows installers. Universal Windows Platform applications are supported. These 

applications will run on all Windows-based devices. (Stack 2016.) 

 

Deploying an application is a phase where reviewed applications are deployed 

for organizational use. Intune has four deployment actions for application de-

ployment. Required install is about an action, where an application is installed to 

a device without user actions. Available install displays an application in In-

tune’s Company Portal, an additional application for Intune, that users are ca-

pable to install. Uninstall action is an action to uninstall an application from us-

er’s device. Not applicable action is an action, where applications are not 

displayed in Company Portal and cannot be installed to devices. (Stack 2016.) 

Along with application deployments, Intune offers monitoring capabilities via In-

tune administration console. System administrator has a tool to monitor various 

details about certain applications such as information about application installa-

tions, information about devices and users, who have installed targeted de-

ployment of an application. (Stack 2016.) 

 

Configuring an application to meet organizational policies is a phase where de-

ployed applications are managed with organizational policies in mind. In config-

uration phase, it is possible to update applications, configure iOS or Android for 

Work applications with mobile application configuration policies, use iOS mobile 

application provisioning policies to prevent applications from expiring and man-

age Internet access with Intune. Configuring the updating process of applica-

tions that are deployed basically features opportunity for system administrator to 

update an application before end user can download the update. Mobile appli-

cation configuration policies contain modifiable settings, such as localization 

and a custom port number. To prevent iOS mobile business applications from 

expiring, Intune offers a way to manage the expiring applications and create 

iOS mobile provisioning profile policies. To manage Internet access Intune fea-

tures a tool for Android and iOS, Microsoft Intune Managed Browser. It is a de-

ployable web browser application to restrict or allow website access. The appli-

cation is available on Android devices with 4.0 versions or later and on iOS 

devices with 8.0 versions or later. (Stack 2016.) 
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Protecting an application against violation and information security issues is a 

phase where with Intune is possible to protect organizational data with two 

technology layers. The two technology layers are identity layer and client appli-

cation layer. The identity layer protects accessing services by allowing users to 

access only from managed devices. The client application layer tries to prevent 

data perishing with device wipe, if a device is stolen or lost, and moving data to 

non-protected storage locations or to non-protected applications. Both technol-

ogy layers combined produces maximal protection for organizational data that 

Intune can offer. As a practical example system administrator can create rules 

to restrict access to encrypted devices and on application layer copy, paste or 

backup to personal storage can be restricted. (Raman 2016.) 

 

Retiring an application is a phase, where an application is uninstalled from tar-

get device. Lifecycle of an application ends to this phase, if a certain application 

is not valuable, market offers a better replacement to the application or the ap-

plication does not meet organization’s policies. The process for uninstalling is 

the same for Windows PCs and mobile devices. (Stack 2016.) 

 

 

6.7 Device lifecycle 

 

Device lifecycle process clarifies the device management and adds capabilities 

to Microsoft Intune that are explicated in this subchapter. As with the application 

lifecycle, the process should be perceived as a standard process that all organi-

zations should take with Intune. The process consists of four phases that are 

enrolling a device to Intune, configuring enrolled devices to meet organizational 

policies, protecting a device against misuse and information security issues and 

retiring a device. All the four phases are presented in the sixth figure. 
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Figure 6: Device lifecycle in Microsoft Intune. (Figure: Stack 2016.) 

 

Enrolling a device to Intune is a phase where Information Technology team en-

rolls an organization or an employee owned device to Intune. Enrollable devices 

consist of mobile phones, tablets and PCs and enrolling a device to Intune ena-

bles mobile device management capabilities. (Stack 2016.) Device manage-

ment with Intune were mentioned and introduced earlier in the fifth chapter. 

 

Configuring enrolled devices to meet organizational policies is a phase where 

organizational standards are managed through Intune’s configurable policies to 

improve devices information security and to support of organization values. In-

tune features three types of policies, configuration, company resource access 

and Windows PC management policies. With configuration policies, it is possi-

ble to disable application on a device such as camera or set up Microsoft Out-

look email profile. (Stack 2016.) Company resources access policies provides 

access to network resources and files that employee must use to get work tasks 

done, for example, controlling access to user’s Microsoft Outlook mailbox. Win-

dows PC management policies expands system administrator’s capabilities to 

manage and control PCs (Barker 2016). 
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Protecting a device against misuse and information security issues is a phase to 

protect enrolled devices to follow rules added in the configuration phase. There 

are three methods available in Intune to protect devices. Multi-factor authentica-

tion is one of the methods and the concept was described earlier in this thesis in 

the second chapter. Microsoft Passport works as an additional sign-in method 

to let users authorize identity to sign-in to applications and services by using 

user gestures. User gesture is a biometrical authentication method, such as fin-

gerprint or facial recognition. The last method consists of policies to protect 

Windows PCs with Intune, the mentioned policies includes controlling software 

updates, Windows Firewall settings and Endpoint Protection. Endpoint Protec-

tion is a real-time malware protection software built-into Microsoft Intune, includ-

ing automatic computer scan and malware definition update. (Stack 2016.) 

 

Retiring a device is a phase where employee leaves organization, device is lost 

or when there is a need to repurpose a device for another use. With Intune, it is 

possible to fully wipe the mass storage or selectively wipe the mass storage of a 

device. Wiping in Intune removes target device from Intune management. After 

the wipe, the target device has no credentials to sign-in to organizational re-

sources. Selective wipe method is useful when employee has used its own de-

vice to complete work tasks, removing only corporate data. Full wipe will reset 

the target device to factory default settings. In retirement phase, it is also possi-

ble to block the access to a device, in case the device is lost. Intune offers a 

way to remotely lock a device. Misuse of the device and its data will be tempo-

rarily or permanently prevented. (Barker 2016.) 

 

 

6.8 Comparison of the identity management processes 

 

As there was Samanage ITAM solution in use in the former identity manage-

ment process, the prospective identity management process provides improved 

opportunities to user, software and hardware management processes. Azure 

Active Directory introduces cloud-based multitenant directory and identity man-

agement service. With Samanage Management and Information Technology 

department at information security service provider could track software and 
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hardware information on mobile and desktop devices. The agent collected the 

information to the repository as introduced earlier in the sixth chapter. That was 

basically all the visibility and control Management and Information Technology 

department had. The user management in the former process was intractable to 

control. User directories located in various Active Directory servers across the 

globe, with lack of knowledge who is responsible of the user management in a 

certain country. Also, lack of centralized management and obscure responsibili-

ties in the cases were inside the organization. Azure Active Directory provides a 

solution for the mentioned reasons, because of its scalability and cloud-based 

service. 

 

The prospective identity management process introduced the Access Panel as 

the application user interface. It can be considered as a tool for both parties, 

end users and system administrators. End users have the visibility to all the ap-

plications that are relevant to their needs. Clicking or touching on 

Salesforce.com logo forwards an end user to the cloud application and signs 

the user in, if SSO is enabled. In case the password is lost, an end user can 

change or reset the organizational account password without the system admin-

istrator’s help. These self-management capabilities increase the productivity of 

Information Technology department. The department can focus on more im-

portant tasks and issues, instead of solving issues that end users can solve by 

themselves.  

 

Microsoft Intune entails the application and device lifecycle processes with as 

strict information security policies as information security service provider de-

sires. The application lifecycle with adding, deploying, configuring, protecting 

and retiring an application. And the device lifecycle with enrolling, configuring, 

protecting and retiring a device, illustrates two processes that are built with in-

formation security policies in mind. Various phases help the department to 

manage and built Information Technology infrastructure in a controlled and se-

cure way. If there are couple of applications that can be used to handle identical 

tasks, the preferable can retain and its competitor can be retired. 
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7 Conclusion of the identity management 

 

 

This chapter is a conclusion of the identity management at information security 

service provider. The chapter and the subchapters features main missions of 

the study and research, a comparison about how the prospective process will 

eventually change the identity management at information security service pro-

vider, the most significant factors in the identity management process at infor-

mation security service provider and the researcher's observations of the com-

plete identity management infrastructure. 

 

In this thesis, the main missions were to study the identity management at in-

formation security service provider, by introducing the technical platforms and 

concepts, what are present in Microsoft’s identity management infrastructure, 

the former and the prospective identity management processes and the most 

significant information security risks in the former process. The technical plat-

forms were about understanding the Active Directory, Microsoft Azure, Azure 

Active Directory, Office 365 and Microsoft Enterprise Mobility and Security. The 

concepts were about understanding identity and identity management. The pro-

spective identity management process explicates the Azure Active Directory as 

the user management tool. It should not be considered as a full replacement for 

Active Directory and its services. These two services combine cloud-based and 

on-premises directories to encounter the requirements of a global decentralized 

organization. Understanding the technical platforms, the concepts, the identity 

management processes and the information security risks in the former pro-

cess, will help to understand what must be done for the Information Technology 

infrastructure to control and manage identities from the cloud. 

 

 

7.1 Improvements in the identity management process 

 

Chart 2 illustrates the comparable features between the former and the pro-

spective identity management processes at information security service provid-
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er. The former process features in the chart are listed on the left side, below the 

title “Former process”. On the right side, next to the former process title are the 

prospective process features, below the title “Prospective process”. “Yes” or 

green color indicates that the feature is available in the specific process. “No” or 

red color indicates that the feature is not available in the specific process. 

“Moderately” or light green color indicates that the feature has been available in 

the former process with moderate capabilities. 

 

Identity Management Comparison Chart 

Former process  Prospective process  

Centralized management of 

users 
No 

Centralized management of 

users 
Yes 

Software and application 

tracking 
Yes 

Software and application 

tracking 
Yes 

Device tracking Yes Device tracking Yes 

Capabilities to control software 

and applications and remotely 

control devices 

No 

Capabilities to control software 

and applications and remotely 

control devices 

Yes 

Desktop and mobile portal for 

cloud-based applications 
No 

Desktop and mobile portal for 

cloud-based applications 
Yes 

End user self-management ca-

pabilities 
Moderately 

End user self-management ca-

pabilities 
Yes 

Single-sign-on for cloud-based 

applications 
No 

Single-sign-on for cloud-based 

applications 
Yes 

Application lifecycle Moderately Application lifecycle Yes 

Device lifecycle Moderately Device lifecycle Yes 

Chart 2: Identity Management Comparison Chart. 

 

The former user management process, described the two alternative platforms 

of the user management, Active Directory and Office 365. Also, to remember 

that some of the users were non-directory service users. Therefore, based on 
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the available information, it is declared that centralized management of users 

was not available in the former process. In this thesis, centralized management 

indicates availability and management for all the resources, such as knowledge 

of all employees and ability to control the employee leave. Because lack of the 

centralized user management in the former process, it was obviously one of the 

goals to improve the user management in the prospective process. Azure Active 

Directory, will aim to work better for information security service provider’s iden-

tity management requirements, because it functions in the cloud to serve as a 

resource for centralized management of the users with on-premise Active Direc-

tory alongside. With Azure Active Directory, network resources such as cloud 

applications in the Access Panel, can be accessed from anywhere, where Inter-

net connection is enabled. 

 

In the sixth chapter were introduced the former software and application man-

agement, as well as the former asset management processes. Samanage op-

erated in the center of the processes to provide a solution for solving software 

and application management and device management issues. In other words, 

Samanage provided software and application tracking and device tracking. 

Even though there were the mentioned tracking capabilities, Samanage was 

used only to track and report data about the software and asset resources. 

However, Microsoft Intune provides the tracking features that were part of Sa-

manage. But also, more features to manage and control software on PC, appli-

cations on iOS device or to get control of an entire device. For example, after a 

device is enrolled to Intune, it assists system administrator to visualize what 

kind of devices are enrolled to an organization and enables device management 

features such as wiping a tablet remotely, if the device is stolen. 

 

To control software and applications and remotely control devices, Information 

Technology department probably had the skills, but management policies or 

technical platforms were not strictly defined. Samanage was decent at tracking 

and reporting, but for application control and data control policies it was not the 

best solution. It is also about the data that these software or applications pro-

duces. To this question and need Microsoft Enterprise Mobility and Security will 

presumably answer, if the services and tools are utilized as built to. Microsoft In-
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tune provides mobile application management and mobile application security 

to support decentralized organization need for scalability and security. As it was 

stated earlier in the sixth chapter, Intune offers a solution to create application 

policies that Information Technology department can configure to match the or-

ganizational data policies (Raman 2016). The application policies assists to 

manage organization licensed applications in a more secure way, such as pre-

venting employee copying a text document about unreleased products of infor-

mation security service provider and releasing it to the mass media. Therefore, 

Azure Information Protection service secures document and data integrity on a 

device that might not be available physically. For device control demand, Intune 

supports remote assistance, alongside with wiping a device that was earlier 

mentioned in the previous section. Remote assistance is an Information Tech-

nology Support tool to provide technical support for employees in organization. 

For that matter, Microsoft has connected an opportunity to separately buy 

TeamViewer remote assistance software, which is then integrated with Intune 

(Stack 2016). Employee with a Windows PC, can request technical support re-

motely and system administrator is then notified by an alert via Intune. If the 

preceding feature is launched and used at information security service provider, 

Information Technology department can take the responsibility and assist em-

ployees requesting technical support. That should then separate the blurred 

border between Information Technology and Technical Support departments, 

where the Technical Support operates on the client interface. 

 

The prospective process presumably facilitates accessing applications, by way 

of Azure Active Directory Access Panel. When all cloud-based applications are 

in a particular location, an employee does not have to use bookmarks in a 

browser to memorize the application website. Access Panel probably standard-

izes the repository for cloud-based applications, with simplified management 

and self-management along with SSO on certain applications. The capabilities 

were introduced more thoroughly in the sixth chapter. Cloud-based applications 

are available in both, mobile and desktop devices.  

 

Application and device lifecycles in the former process were not introduced nor 

described. The most significant reason is that the lifecycles were not a strict part 
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of the software and asset management. “Moderately” in the second chart is to 

indicate the loosely controlled lifecycles. Employees in the organization could 

download a software to a workstation and start using it as a standard tool that is 

not accepted by Management or Information Technology department. That 

‘standard tool’ could then spread worldwide, even if there was an applicable 

software for that specific matter, it was first downloaded. In the worst-case sce-

nario, the downloaded ‘standard tool’ could cause an information security risk, if 

no critical judgment were present at the time, when the decision was made. The 

prospective process introduces application and device lifecycles that were earli-

er introduced in the sixth chapter. The strictness should increase information 

security by providing built-in phases to follow, with critical judgment to evaluate, 

if an application is required in long term. The lifecycles allegedly becomes a 

management tool to globally assist streamlining management of software, ap-

plications and devices.  

 

 

7.2 The most significant factors in the infrastructure 

 

Based on the information that was available at the time of writing and infor-

mation that is described in this thesis, the most significant factors in the identity 

management process at information security service provider are chief of Infor-

mation Technology department and Management. First, to explicate this propo-

sition thoroughly, before any decisions are made in projects that are as sub-

stantial as the identity management project at information security service 

provider, chief of Information Technology department and Management must be 

able to register the main reasons behind the project. The reason or reasons, for 

example, can be information security risk in controlling employee arrival and 

leave or a practical urge to improve identity management process. After the 

reasons are discovered, both mentioned parties evaluate together what kind of 

solutions there are available in the market and is there something that can be 

done inside the company. Or does the company order the whole solution from a 

third party as a turnkey project. Probably it is time-consuming to try to start and 

finish a project outside of expertise of information security service provider. As 

in this project, the whole solution was ordered from an Information Technology 
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infrastructure company that has done similar projects earlier. After the men-

tioned phases and bureaucracy, comes the phase when a third-party solution 

provider and information security service provider starts to discuss more specif-

ically about the actual plan of the project. When everything is settled, the plan 

probably contains practical steps that are executed in monthly and weekly ba-

sis, until the project is ready. 

 

To successfully navigate through all the phases to a phase where the final 

product is launched, decision-makers must understand a lot about various tech-

nologies and technical platforms, which are represented in this thesis, from the 

second chapter to the sixth chapter. Understanding the technologies and tech-

nical platforms that are present helps to find an alternative service, for example, 

to improve a complete process and to improve productivity or information secu-

rity. That may become necessary, when thinking through a replacement for 

Samanage, introduced in the sixth chapter as a core element of the former 

software and asset management service. Also, if the Information Technology in-

frastructure is not scalable to meet requirements of the global company, it 

should be considered that is there precisely a need for Infrastructure as a Ser-

vice solutions, such as Microsoft Azure. 

 

Of course, understanding how the current or in this thesis the past, identity 

management solution worked in Information Technology infrastructure, at least 

at a general level is important. Because, to understand the better identity man-

agement solution, first the decision-makers should have a clear picture of the 

past solution and its issues. If there are no discovered issues there probably is 

a reason for that and the reason delivers an answer to the question, why to im-

prove the current identity management solution? 

 

For the settlement of all the mentioned needs and the questions that must be 

answered, presumably, will be entrusted either a chief of Information Technolo-

gy department or Management or both together. The entrusted parties will de-

cide the final technologies, technical-platforms and solutions. To make the deci-

sion that changes a lot in Information Technology infrastructure, it takes all the 
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mentioned points and the fact that behind the decision is an actual reasonable 

cause. 

 

 

7.3 Researcher's observations 

 

First, user management in the former identity management process, was not 

organized well. The process in question had users that were distributed to Ac-

tive Directories and then integrated to Office 365 cloud service. In some coun-

tries, there were no such user management possibilities and that could create a 

situation where the user does not exist in directories of the company, as stated 

in the sixth chapter. It directly challenges responsible parties, who are trying to 

figure out how to grant access to a specific application with different user rights, 

how Human Resources Management stays up to date with employee infor-

mation and other challenges that could be imagined. By centralizing all the 

company users to Azure Active Directory cloud service, the user information 

stays up to date and it is secured and the cloud service eliminates the men-

tioned issues. Naturally, to achieve the best outcome, the Azure Active Directo-

ry admin must make sure that the configuration is carefully done. 

 

Secondly, software and asset management in the former identity management 

process had a lack of management capabilities, as stated in the sixth chapter. It 

introduced Samanage, which features software and hardware repositories and 

visual reporting tools, for what the Samanage in practice was used. In the same 

chapter was also stated that without Information Technology Asset Manage-

ment solution it can be challenging to manage software and hardware re-

sources in the company. When the resources are manageable at high-level, it 

does not automatically mean that the same resources are manageable at the 

lower-level. Samanage did not offer a full control of customer’s applications and 

devices. There are many information security issues introduced in this thesis, 

for example in the seventh chapter. I personally think that data leakage is one of 

the major issues, when trying to make a global breakthrough in information se-

curity business. If an average Joe has the possibilities to leak company secrets 

to a competitor, when the company has no keys to control user's device and the 
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software of the device, I consider it as a very high information security risk. With 

the new tools, Azure Active Directory and Microsoft Enterprise Mobility and Se-

curity licenses, the company is able to begin standardizing the user, software 

and asset management processes, as well the complete identity management 

process and develop the processes to meet the requirements of information se-

curity service provider. The service provider also should remember to create 

appropriate policies signed by employees, if employees are adapting bring your 

own device (BYOD) possibility. Because Microsoft Intune supports the function 

to let employee use hers or his own laptop, and to use the device to access 

privileged company information or applications. 

 

The identity management topic of this thesis is truly very wide and has a lot of 

angles that requires analyzing. For example, access management was left off 

from this thesis, because it would have affected the extent of the research. 

There are many researches and theses that covers Active Directory and user 

and access management, but only a few of them introduces Azure Active Direc-

tory. By developing the Identity Management and its sub processes, it allows to 

create various operations models that were not possible to think about before. 

Also, productivity should increase in operations that were causing bottlenecks. 

Increasing productivity saves time an employee spends on working with a par-

ticular work task and customer can enjoy for better and faster customer service. 

The same outcome has been noticed in many researches§ and theses that co-

vers identity management or identity and access management. For example, 

Mikael Linden from Tampere University of Technology has researched and re-

ported about identity and access management in 2015. 

 

At the time of writing, information security service provider started the central-

ized identity management project to improve identity and access management 

inside the organization. The first deadline of the project was on late September 

in 2016, which could not be reached. Presumably this thesis will assist to get to 

know with various technical concepts and platforms. This document also pro-

vides possible hints and ideas, when developing the complete identity man-

agement process and with this document it should be easier to justify the deci-

sions behind the centralized identity management project. 
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7.4 Thesis as a process 

 

For the writer, the topic was a bit unclear and sometimes lack of knowledge 

caused frustration. Many topics of this thesis were not familiar at all. But after 

the difficulties were defeated, everything became clearer by studying and it is 

very rewarding for a student who aims to be a specialist someday. Topic of this 

thesis was selected from the commissioner, information security service provid-

er, as thought it would be a great opportunity to do a thesis about a ‘real’ project 

in Information Technology field. After the bureaucracy phase, which included 

contracts between Karelia University of Applied Sciences, the commissioner 

and writer, planning the writing process began. Completion of this thesis was 

originally scheduled to 15th of December 2016. At the time of writing, it is 21st 

of December 2016 and there will still be the last seminar in January 2017. Also, 

there are minor grammar issues and corrections to be made. After all, writing is 

a creative process, which can be scheduled and done within the schedule. Per-

sonally, I wanted to serve the commissioner and myself the best possible way. 

Most likely that is the main reason for the minor delay, from the originally 

scheduled due date. 

 

At the beginning of the writing process, the fact was faced that original idea of 

this thesis changed. The original idea was to create a guide for employees of in-

formation security service provider, about Azure Active Directory domain join for 

Windows, Linux and OS X (macOS). That guide could then be used to school 

the employees. But the project changed in the company and it turned this thesis 

into a research without functional part. Adapting changes in everyday changing 

working life is one of the skills that Information Technology student or specialist 

must have. This research about centralized identity management and how the 

project will eventually change identity management at information security ser-

vice provider, was not wrecked by that change. It offered a gateway to learn 

about Microsoft Azure infrastructure, what it contains and how its various ser-

vices are challenging on-premises Information Technology infrastructures with 
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cloud services. The matters are represented in this thesis, from the second to 

fifth chapters. 

 

As mentioned earlier, during the planning and writing processes, there have 

been unclear topics, which are now transformed into lucid reading experience. 

Amongst this, learning about Microsoft and its Information Technology and 

cloud infrastructures will presumably assist to bring new ideas for a company, 

who decides to employ me. This thesis is made up of hours and hours of re-

search, unclearness, success and urge to show that there are potential in in-

terns, who are not employed directly after the internship. 
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